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FBC Devotion Thursday August 6 2020 Matthew 10:29-31 His Eye is on the Sparrows   

Chirp! Chirp! How often have you heard that sound? Sparrows! Sparrows are all around us. 
Sparrows are those little brown birds that seem to be everywhere and are one of the more numerous 
bird species in North America. Ever present! Unimportant. Unimpressive!  

Sparrows don’t draw attention to themselves. Sparrows are not majestic like eagles with their 
white headed feathers and eight foot wide wing spans. Nor do they have long elegant legs like the blue 
heron. Nor do they sore gracefully in the wind like seagulls. Nor do they squawk noisily 
like crows.  

Nor do they stretch out in a posed position like the cormorants. Often we only notice eagles, hawks, 
seagulls, crows and turkey buzzards, but we hardly ever notice the sparrows. Here in southwest 
Ontario we don’t go “sparrow watching.” No, sparrows are hardly noticed as you see them 
picking up food outside a restaurant or coming to our backyard feeders. 

It is with these images of sparrows, these little brown birds which are so common, so unnoticeable, so 
unremarkable, that we hear the teachings of Jesus today.  

Jesus taught that the sparrows of his day would be sold in the town market for a penny 
or two. So they weren’t worth much. 

Jesus said:  “Not one sparrow is forgotten by God.” (Luke 12:6) Whoa! Wow! Wait a minute! 
Did you say – “Not one? No, not one! Not one sparrow is forgotten by God. Jesus taught it. 
Jesus said it. “God does not forget a single one of them.”  

But why did he tell this story about tiny little sparrows that nobody seems to care 
about? This was his way of saying that not one human being is forgotten by God.  

Jesus also said, “You are more valuable to God than a whole flock of sparrows.” If God 
remembers all the sparrows of time and history, then God remembers all human beings from time 
and history. We human beings are much more valuable than sparrows.  

Jesus taught it. Jesus said it, and he knew the mind of God like no other human being before or 
after. “You are more valuable than a whole flock of sparrows.” This was his way of say that 
every human being is valuable to God. 

What does these teachings mean for our lives today here in the 21st century? 

“Yet God does not forget a single one of them.” Learn these words. Memorize them. Put 
them deep into your heart. The Lord watches us even more than He watches those little brown 
blobs called sparrows.  Not one of them is forgotten by God our Father. Nor is any one of 
us. … Jesus is teaching us, your life are more valuable to God our Father than the sparrows. 

Imagine, God in heaven carries a wallet in His pocket, and in that wallet are pictures of you and me. 
As God has an image of every sparrow in mind, so He carries a picture of you and me in His heart. 


